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And its visual

This is a guide about using the visual identity of the Skåne brand.
Skåne is a truly multi-facetted region. There is always something new to discover and this diversity is our greatest asset,
and is worth praising and communicating.
On the firm foundation of the Skåne brand, we are building visual and verbal stories of a province that is a versatile, open and
inviting place. And we’re doing it in a playful and unpretentious
way that everyone can understand. No one is left out in Skåne;
everyone is invited to be a part of this exciting region.

identity

Forests & innovation & football & futons & falafel & traditions & warmth & yellow rapeseed fields & the Öresund
Bridge & vastness & diversity & opportunities. . . & . . .well,
you know what we mean.
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THE SK ÅNE BRAND
This visual identity is based on the Skåne brand platform, which
you can read more about on our website sharingskane.se.
Sharingskane.se makes it a little easier and more fun to communicate the Skåne story to those around us, all over the world.
At sharingskane.se, you’ll find material you can use that relates
to our visual identity.
If you have questions about our visual identity or our brand, please
feel free to contact Business Region Skåne, which is responsible
for the Skåne brand. You can find contact information at the end of
this manual.
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Logotype
LOGOT YPE
Our logotype consists of the word
“skåne” in all lower-case letters. The
letter “å” also serves as an ampersand
(&), which sends the message that in
Skåne we’re always open to something
new and there is always something new
to discover here.
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Logotype
LOGOT YPE WITH A PAYOFF
Sometimes the logotype needs to have
a payoff added. Typeset it according to
the instructions on this page. Please note
that the payoff you see to the right is only
an example. For more information about
payoffs, visit: sharingskane.se.

X

0,8X
Gotham Bold
Optical kerning +60

0,8X Maximum height
Maximum width
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Logotype
VERSIONS

Logotype without payoff

Logotype with payoff

WARM GREY LOGOT YPE
The positive version of the logotype is
used against a white background. It uses
the warm grey primary colour.

NEGATIVE LOGOT YPE
The negative version of the logotype
is used against a picture of a coloured
background. Please note that the
negative logotype must never be used
against a colour plate. It is used against
colour only when the entire background
surface is coloured.

BLACK LOGOT YPE
If the technical conditions require it (e.g.
as in the case of monochrome printing),
the back logotype is used.
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Logotype
SPACING AND MINIMUM SIZES
This page shows the minimum size of
the spacing. Please note that the lower
spacing is different for logotype only
and logotype with a payoff.
Our logotype keeps its legibility
even at small sizes. In order to be able
to check that the “å” character is also
an ampersand, one should not typeset
with a width smaller than 19 mm. This
applies to the logotype without any
payoff. If there is a payoff, the logotype
should never be set so small that you
can’t read the payoff.

Minimum allowable size:
18 mm
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Logotype
TOGETHER WITH OTHER
LOGOT YPES AND/OR SENDERS
Always respect the spacing when
placing the logotype together with that
of other senders. Except for this, there
are no rules as there is much variation
depending on the content.
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Logotype
PLACEMENT
The logotype must always be centred
horizontally. Vertically, the logotype
may be placed on the top, bottom or
centred on the field.
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Logotype
PLACEMENT ON PICTURES
Never place the logotype over
variegated parts of the picture, as that
can make it more difficult to read.
Find calmer areas of the picture.
It’s a good idea to place the logotype
over two or more pictures in order to
reinforce the logotype’s message of
inclusiveness. The rules for this type
of placement can be found on the
right side of this page.
Please note that as the character “å”
is not situated in the exact centre of
the logotype, the logotype should not
be place exactly centred horizontally,
but will give the optical impression
that this is the case.

Place the logotype so that the
point formed by the slanted
arm of the K is above the edge.

Both pictures are equally wide,
Don’t place the logotype in the exact centre horizontally, but instead
place it so that the upper loop of
the “å” is centred over the edge.
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Graphic elements
THE SPLIT Å
Our graphic element is actually four
different ones – a right half, a left half,
an upper half and a lower half of the
å/& character.
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Graphic elements
PLACEMENT
In order to additionally emphasize
the logotype’s message of diversity
and to provide the feeling that we can
add an infinite number of new things,
we use the partial å/& characters
out to the margins. This feeling of
something going on “outside the
picture” continues our story. This
technique can be frequently used
in ads and on the front cover of
printed material or the home pages of
websites. Its use, however, should be
more restrictive in inserts.
The rules for exact placement of
these graphic elements are provided
on this page.
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The “å” is split vertically so that upper loop of
the “å” is centred under the cut.

The “å” should be horizontally split
along a line at the same height as the
slanted arm of the “k” to the right.
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Colours
LOGOT YPE COLOURS
The primary colours are the possible
colours of the logotype. Firstly, white
or warm grey. The warm grey replaces
completely black in all applications
shown on the screen (i.e. also body text).
In print, it is not a particularly good idea
to use four-colour mixtures for texts, but
rather to have 100 % black instead.
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PMS
White

PMS
Black 7 C

CMYK
0, 0, 0, 100

CMYK
0, 0, 0, 0

CMYK
40, 40, 45, 75

RGB
0, 0, 0

RGB
255, 255, 255

RGB
61, 57, 53

HEX
#000000

HEX
#FFFFFF

HEX
#3D3935
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Colours
PROFILE COLOURS
The secondary colours are our profile
colours, and contribute to creating a
warm and welcoming feel. These should
be frequently used.
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PMS
2577 C

PMS
1225 C

PMS
360 C

CMYK
40, 67, 0, 0

CMYK
0, 30, 95, 0

CMYK
60, 0, 75, 0

RGB
159, 108, 166

RGB
241, 188, 64

RGB
131, 184, 110

HEX
#9F6CA6

HEX
#F1BC40

HEX
#83B86E

PMS
2232 C

PMS
1785 C

PMS
468 C

CMYK
63, 5, 25, 0

CMYK
0, 80, 60, 0

CMYK
18, 28, 55, 0

RGB
114, 182, 193

RGB
241, 91, 91

RGB
212, 186, 136

HEX
#72B6C1

HEX
#F15B5B

HEX
#D4BA88
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Typography
FONTS
We primarily use two different fonts.
Ivar is a serif family from the Letters
From Sweden font designers, and show a
good deal of strength in its wide strokes.
Gotham is a modern classic created by
Tobias Frére-Jones and inspired by signs
in New York.
We use the following font cuts.

AaBbCc
AaBbCc
AaBbCc
AaBbCc
AaBbCc
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Ivar Display Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789
Ivar Text Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789

Gotham Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789

Gotham Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789

Gotham Book
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvxyzåäö
0123456789
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Typography
APPLICATIONS
Rules for how and when the fonts
should be used.

Categorization
Ivar Display Bold
Optical kerning
Spacing 200/100
Line spacing: 1.2 x text size

Heading level 1
Used for cover page,
chapter pages,
introductions, etc.
Maximum 6 lines
Every other line
(1, 3, and so on)
Ivar Display Bold
Optical kerning +/- 0/100
Line spacing = text size
Every other line
(2, 4, and so on)
Gotham Black
Optical kerning +/- 0/100
Line spacing = text size
Text size = 90% Ivar Display’s size

Introduction
Gotham Bold
Optical kerning
Condensed -20/100
Line spacing: 1.4 x text size

Body text
Ivar Text Regular
Optical kerning
Condensed +/- 0/100
Line spacing: 1.3 x text size
.

Heading level 2
Gotham Black
Optical kerning +/- 0/100
Line spacing = 1.2 x text size

Nordic noir is the biggest thing to hit international tv
for years, so while you’re here, why not take a guided
tour in the home towns of our most famous detectives?

FOOD & DRINKS

A story

about Skåne:

Daniel Berlin

Skåne is rapidly gaining a reputation as one of the most exciting gourmet destinations in Europe. There is a huge range
of venues to choose from when dining here, but below are
some of the more interesting restaurants, places especially
worth visiting if you want to experience the finest food and
hospitality the region has to offer.
Cooking up rather a storm over the past year is the irreverently-named
Bastard, a sexy restaurant in Malmö serving up fabulous meat dishes
cooked in the open kitchen.
The ambience is effortlessly cool and DJ’s are spinning records in
their cozy outdoor bar. Grab a plate of top quality charcuterie, a glass of
organic wine and settle down for the evening.

VISUAL IDE NTIT Y FOR THE SK ÅNE B R AND

Experience the drama
in 5 famous film settings

Heading level 2

with sub-heading
Ivar Display Black
Optical kerning +/- 0/100
Line spacing = 1.2 x text size
Text size = About 75 % of the
size of the heading

Heading level 3
Gotham Bold
Only upper case
Optical kerning
Spacing 60/100
Line spacing = 1.3 x text size
Text size = same text size as
body text

Dining experiences
– restaurants worth a visit!
Skåne is rapidly gaining a reputation as one of the
most exciting gourmet destinations in Europe. There
is a huge range of venues to choose from when dining
here, but below are some of the more interesting
restaurants, places especially worth visiting if you
want to experience the finest food and hospitality the
region has to offer.

BASTARD
Cooking up rather a storm over the past
year is the irreverently-named Bastard,
a sexy restaurant in Malmö serving up
fabulous meat dishes cooked in the open
kitchen. The ambience is effortlessly
cool and DJ’s are spinning records in
their cozy outdoor bar. Grab a plate of
top quality charcuterie, a glass of organic
wine and settle down for the evening.
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Typography
DIVIDING LINES
Using a dividing line provides
typographic stability to introductions
in bold text, especially when they are
immediately followed by body text. Note
that an introduction does not need to be
followed by a dividing line – it’s optional.

Skåne is rapidly gaining a reputation as one of the
most exciting gourmet destinations in Europe. There
is a huge range of venues to choose from when dining
here, but below are some of the more interesting
restaurants, places especially worth visiting if you want
to experience the finest food and hospitality around.

X
X
1,5X

Cooking up rather a storm over the past year is the irreverently-named
Bastard, a sexy restaurant in Malmö serving up fabulous meat dishes
cooked in the open kitchen.
The ambience is effortlessly cool and DJ’s are spinning records in
their cozy outdoor bar. Grab a plate of top quality charcuterie, a glass of
organic wine and settle down for the evening.
The dividing line should
be as thick as a dash in the
typography used for the
introduction.–

VISUAL IDE NTIT Y FOR THE SK ÅNE B R AND
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Typography
T YPOGRAPHY IN COLOUR
In the case of typography on a white
background, any categorization,
headings and introductions with
a dividing line can be typeset in a
secondary colour.
Always note legibility, as accessibility
is important for the Skåne brand.

FO OD & BEV E R AGE S

A story

about Skåne:

Daniel Berlin

The introduction to a longer text
can be typeset in a secondary
colour, but not yellow or beige as
this will not result is a sufficiently
legible text.

Skåne is rapidly gaining a reputation as one of the
most exciting gourmet destinations in Europe. There
is a huge range of venues to choose from when dining
here, but below are some of the more interesting
restaurants, places especially worth visiting if you want
to experience the finest food and hospitality around.
Cooking up rather a storm over the past year is the irreverently-named Bastard,
a sexy restaurant in Malmö serving up fabulous meat dishes cooked in the open
kitchen.
The ambience is effortlessly cool and DJ’s are spinning records in their cozy
outdoor bar. Grab a plate of top quality charcuterie, a glass of organic wine and
settle down for the evening.

VISUAL IDE NTIT Y FOR THE SK ÅNE B R AND
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Images

VISUAL IDE NTIT Y FOR THE SK ÅNE B R AND

use pictures that complement each other
to create a multi-facetted view, rather than
those that show opposites. Always bear
in mind how important it is to give a fair,
diversified and broad-based picture of Skåne. This applies to gender, ethnicity, age
and other similar qualities.
Here are some examples of how several
pictures can be used together. You can find
pictures to download at sharingskane.se.
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IMAGES
When choosing pictures, always start by
thinking of the core values of the Skåne
brand: Open, near and diverse.
At sharingskane.se you will find pictures in many different categories. You are
free to use any of these to communicate
or market Skåne.
Placing several pictures close to each
other to reinforce the colourful diversity
of Skåne is a good idea. Remember to

Images

Two pictures sharing
a horizontal line.

VISUAL IDE NTIT Y FOR THE SK ÅNE B R AND
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LEFT PHOTO: MICKAEL TANNUS RIGHT PHOTO: CAROLINA ROMARE

COLLAGES
Placing several pictures close to
each other to reinforce the colourful
diversity of Skåne is a good idea. Here
are some examples of how several
pictures can be used together.

Images
COLLAGES
Placing several pictures close to each
other to reinforce the colourful diversity
of Skåne is a good idea. Here are some
examples of how several pictures can be
used together.

Two pictures sharing
a horizontal line in
two layers (i.e. a total of four pictures).

VISUAL IDE NTIT Y FOR THE SK ÅNE B R AND
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Images

A collage consisting of
pictures of different sizes,
each on partially placed
on top of another. This
can also be combined
with having certain pictures lined up edge-to-edge. See page 20 for any
example of this.

VISUAL IDE NTIT Y FOR THE SK ÅNE B R AND
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PHOTO: CAROLINA ROMARE

COLLAGES
Placing several pictures close to each
other to reinforce the colourful diversity
of Skåne is a good idea. Here are some
examples of how several pictures can be
used together.

Inspiration
INSPIRATION
The following pages contain examples
of how you can use our visual identity.
These are meant to serve as sources of
inspiration.
Use several pictures together and communicate the diversity of Skåne through
your choice of pictures.
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Inspiration

Trycksak
NAT U R E E X PER I E NCE S

From dark, dense primeval forests, megalithic monuments,
to the gorgeous gold of the rapeseed fields, you’ll witness
stunning beauty from a whole host of fantastic locations.
The Skåneleden Trail offers experiences for all the senses.
Hiking in Skåne, the southernmost part of
Sweden, offers a wide variety of nature
experiences, attracting seasoned trekkers
and amateur hikers from all over the world.
The Scandinavian wilderness with its old
virgin forests, rocky coastlines and pastoral
landscapes awaits you, so pack your bag
and lace up your boots.
The Skåneleden Trail is a marked long
distance hiking trail, measuring more than
1000 kilometres through the countryside of

Skåne. It consists of five separate sub-trails
comprising a total of 89 sections, where
some of the sections are connected, making
them perfect for circular hikes. The entire
trail is marked with orange markers and
signs, so you always know which direction
to go and will not have to worry about
getting lost. To find connections with buses
and trains as well as more detailed
information about each part of the trail, just
check the webpage www.skåneleden.se

24
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Inspiration

Dining experiences
– restaurants worth a visit!
Skåne is rapidly gaining a reputation as one of the most exciting gourmet
destinations in Europe. There is a huge range of venues to choose from
when dining here, but below are some of the more interesting restaurants,
places especially worth visiting if you want to experience the finest food
and hospitality the region has to offer.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

LYRAN
Don’t miss out on Lyran, a small restaurant in Malmö’s hip area Möllan. The
chefs prepares uncompromising food in
the open kithen in a pulsating atmosphere. The menu is based on ingredients and
vegetables picked freshly for the day and
the composed dishes is a real treat for
your taste buds. Enjoy with a carefully
selected natural and biodynamic wine.
BASTARD
Cooking up rather a storm over the past
year is the irreverently-named Bastard,
a sexy restaurant in Malmö serving up
fabulous meat dishes cooked in the open
kitchen. The ambience is effortlessly
cool and DJ’s are spinning records in
their cozy outdoor bar. Grab a plate of
top quality charcuterie, a glass of organic
wine and settle down for the evening.

The pantry

of Sweden

–Come share

the passion
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SALTIMPORTEN CANTEEN
What happens when a pair of acclaimedyoung chefs take over a dockside warehouse in Malmö and opens up a restaurant two hours a day? The answer is, success and food prepared of the fabulous
ingredients from the neighbourhood with
lots of love!
The name means “salt import,” which
witness of the space they occupy. Can be
difficult to find so check in advance.

HÖRTE BRYGGA
Acesedit atibus ad ma quibercius con
pre et re diosam, odiande lesendu citium
lacearum se voles ut unt a qui dit lacest,
secae dustibus dolorem que officiande
prem ex eat eatur, od molorera incidem
porpos utate dellandit hitatquunt earum
desendelecae culparc ilignisit, se repre
pedit exerit rerumet aut et faciendae. It
eiur, em reiciatem ipsandendae exeris.
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Inspiration
YOUR OFFICIAL

EN SV

GUIDE TO
SK ÅNE
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Contact us

MÅNS RENNTUN
Director of Communications
Business Region Skåne
040-675 34 80
mans.renntun@skane.com
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PHOTO NEXT PAGE T.T.R: TOVE MÖLLER GUNNARSSON
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You can read more about the Skåne
brand at sharingskane.se.
If you would like to learn more about
how you can use the Skåne brand, feel
free to contact us.
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Business Region Skåne is responsible for
the Skåne brand, Together with its subsidiaries, Event in Skåne, Invest in Skåne,
Film i Skåne and Tourism in Skåne,
Business Region Skåne works to attract
more visitors, major events, film productions and investments to Skåne. Business
Region Skåne is owned by Region Skåne
and the municipalities of our region.
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